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News Notes&
Airline Route Cuts  
and Additions 

Airlines Institute Smart 
Luggage Bans 

In an effort to crack down on the 
potential fire hazard posed by lithi-
um-ion batteries in checked luggage, 

several American airlines are following 
the FAA’s lead and instituting bans on 
smart luggage. American, Delta, United, 
Southwest, Alaska and Hawaiian 
Airlines have announced bans so far, 
which are in place for luggage that uses 
non-removable lithium-ion batteries to 
power things like USB chargers, prox-
imity sensors, scales and other electron-
ics. Some smart luggage manufacturers 
already ensure their products’ batteries 
are removable while others say they’re 
working to meet FAA guidelines by 
offering removable batteries.  

source: business insider 

Smart Safety System for 
U.S. Trains Not Yet Installed 

In the aftermath of a deadly train 
derailment in Washington in Decem-
ber, many familiar with train travel 

inquired if a modern computer-based 
safety system had been installed on 
the train. It had not, thanks largely 
to the postponed implementation of 
a system ordered by Congress after a 
deadly Southern California crash in 
2008. At that time, Congress mandated 
the implementation of the new Positive 
Train Control (PTC) system on pas-
senger and freight trains nationwide. 
Unfortunately the huge cost and com-
plexity of the project ($22.5 billion and 
20 years of hurdles to overcome) has 
delayed the completion of the system, 
which was intended to be up and run-
ning more than two years ago. As of 
early 2017, only 456 miles of tracks had 
fully implemented PTC systems. One 
industry expert likened it to building a 
new airline traffic control system from 
scratch; any cut corners could lead to 
false positives or failure to detect an 
oncoming train that is sharing the same 
track. With certain incentives met, rail-
roads are able to receive an extension 
from the Federal Railroad Association 
to test new systems by the end of 2020.  

source: nbc news 

Airlines regularly adjust schedules according to customer demand, 
adding and subtracting routes from their offerings. Here’s a look at the 
newest routes to be added to – or cut from – airline schedules. 

United Airlines will begin three weekly non-stop flights from San Francisco to 
the South Pacific Island of Tahiti this fall. The airline expanded international 
routes significantly last year, adding 13 new flights to destinations including 
Iceland and Portugal. 

Norwegian Air, which bills itself as “the world’s fastest-growing airline,” will 
add three new European destinations from the U.S., including Amsterdam, 
Madrid and Milan. Norwegian is also expanding its presence in New York and 
Los Angeles, adding 25 new routes from U.S. airports in the last year, with 
plans for 11 additional routes from the U.S. to Europe in 2018. 

Hong Kong-based Cathay Pacific will begin four weekly flights to Washington 
Dulles, covering a distance of more than 8,000 miles and making for the car-
rier’s longest route. 

Air Canada is aggressively expanding in the U.S. with six new Express routes 
and three new destinations: Omaha, Providence and Sacramento. 

Spirit Airlines is launching 11 new non-stop routes this spring, primarily ben-
efitting Seattle, which will now offer seasonal service to four new destinations. 
Baltimore, Detroit, Las Vegas and Tampa also gain new non-stop options from 
Spirit – including Baltimore/Washington to Jamaica, Spirit’s second interna-
tional route from BWI (after Cancun, Mexico). Spirit’s route adjustments in the 
past have spurred fare wars and several of the airline’s 11 new routes will 
operate from the hubs of rivals American, Delta, United and Alaska Airlines. 

JetBlue has added a new route to the Dominican Republic, continuing the 
airline’s long expansion into the Caribbean. Flights from Newark Liberty 
International Airport will depart daily starting May 3. The two cities were pre-
viously served by JetBlue, but not with a non-stop flight. The airline says it 
operates more daily flights in the Dominican Republic than any other carrier.

source: usa today 
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The Best New Airport Amenities 

The travel industry is one of con-
stant innovation – particularly 
when it comes to keeping pas-

sengers happy during their time spent 
at airports. As such, USA Today editors 
have created a list of their favorite new 
amenities from the past year. Topping 
the list is the Pittsburgh International 
Airport’s efforts to bring back the pre-
9/11 experience of greeting arriving 
passengers at their gates. Members of 
the non-flying public are able to check 
in at a special MyPITPass ticket counter 
to gain access beyond security check-
points to shops, restaurants and, most 
important, gates. No other airports have 
been approved by TSA for such service. 
Three airports joined Minneapolis-St. 
Paul’s International Airport this year to 
add a cinematic component to airports. 
Portland International shows short 
features from local filmmakers, while 
Miami International began showing 
vintage footage of the airport and celeb-
rity arrivals throughout the decades. 
San Francisco also unveiled a Video 

Arts Center, which features a rotating 
showcase of short films. A pair of com-
panies are rolling out gate-side delivery 
of virtually anything that can be pur-
chased onsite at an airport – from books 
and magazines to drinks and dinner, all 
delivered directly to passengers wait-
ing at their gates. Facial recognition 
technology and biometrics are becom-
ing increasingly popular ways to speed 
passenger verification at checkpoints, 
as is the increased use of therapeutic 
animals (including pigs, cats, dogs and 
even horses) to calm travelers, along 
with walking paths and yoga rooms for 
healthy alternatives to simply sitting 
and waiting. Many other airports rolled 
out fun features such as periodic free 
movie screenings, solar eclipse parties 
and even an airport shopping catalog in 
Phoenix to help travelers at Sky Harbor 
do all their holiday shopping on site. 
It’s clear that airports and airlines are 
working overtime to keep customers 
happy in increasingly interesting ways.  

source: usa today 

Aging U.S. Airports Face 
Infrastructure Problems 

I n December, when a fire broke 
out at Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson 
International Airport, the world’s 

busiest airport was forced to delay 735 
flights and cancel more than 1,500 over 
the course of two days. It’s the kind of 
problem that not only infuriates travel-
ers but also can create delays that ripple 
through an entire region. Unfortunately 
it’s also the kind of problem we should 
expect to see more of at many aging air-
ports across the United States. Experts 
agree that similar outages are likely at 
other airports if infrastructure is not 
modernized or updated. Designers are 
looking to China and the Middle East 
for inspiration among innovative new 
airport designs. The last new airport in 
the U.S. was opened in Denver 22 years 
ago, and it will see a $1.8 billion rede-
sign in the coming years – the result of a 
public-private partnership, or P3, which 
experts say will be essential for the 
future of modernizing aging American 
airports.   source: nbc news 

2017 Was the Safest Air Travel Year Ever 

People flew more miles to more places than ever in 
2017, yet the year was the safest on record for airline 
passengers. According to Dutch aviation consul-

tancy TO70 and its Civil Aviation Safety Review, there were 
only two fatal accidents last year, each involving small 
turbo-prop aircraft. No passenger jets crashed anywhere 
in the world in 2017. That means the likelihood of an air-
craft being involved in a fatal accident is now just one in 
16 million, according to the organization’s lead researcher, 
Adrian Young. “It is unlikely that this historic low will 
be maintained,” said Young. “In part, these very positive 
figures rest on good fortune. Nevertheless, the safety level 
that civil aviation has achieved is remarkable.”  

source: the independent  

Most Dangerous American Cities for 
Pedestrians 

Love to walk when visiting a new city? Then be sure to check 
out the list of the 20 most dangerous American cities for 
pedestrians. Nearly 5,000 people were killed by cars while 

walking in the U.S. in 2014 (the latest year for which statistics are 
available). In an effort to bring attention to the problem, Smart 
Growth America created a list of the most dangerous American 
cities for pedestrians. The ranking includes the 104 largest U.S. 
metropolitan areas according to its Pedestrian Danger Index, or 
PDI. Age and income actually impact pedestrian danger, with 
younger age and higher income correlating to increased safety, no 
matter the city. The study largely places the blame for pedestrian 
deaths at the feet of designers and urban planners who fail to 
provide adequate sidewalks for pedestrians.  source: usa today 

Lodis Brand Evolves
After 50 years in business and as a way to honor the brand’s long legacy of 
producing finely crafted handbags, business bags and leather goods, Lodis 
is updating its brand identity to become, “Lodis Los Angeles/Est. 1965.” 
The spring 2018 collection will debut this new identity, along with updated 
new packaging and hardware. “Designed with Lodis’ heritage in mind,” brand 
Director Diana Vilato said, “the new lining and box artwork features richly 
printed poppies, the state flower of California. The nude tissue of the gift 
box interior and the handbag dust cloth elevate these fine leathergoods to 
designer-level chic.” RFID protection also makes these stylish bags safe from 
high-tech bad guys as well.   source: lodis 

In honor of 50 years in business, Lodis is transforming into “Lodis Los 
Angeles/Est. 1965” and introducing new packaging to reflect the chic  

style of the company’s products as well as its customers.  

News & Notes cont inued on page 24
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Ed Heck luggage from Longlat 
recently got some great press in 
San Antonio thanks to report-

er Michelle Newman of the Express-
News. Newman included the Ed Heck 
Sebastian 8-Wheeled Hardside Spinner 
on her list of “20 Cool Christmas Gifts 
for Travelers,” citing the ultra-cool 
designs of celebrity pop artist Ed Heck. 
“Your teenager will go ‘gaga’,” Newman 
wrote. The reporter also took the bag 
on air for a similar product review on 
News 4 San Antonio, sharing the good 
news of the Ed Heck collection for view-
ers in the 32nd largest media market in 
the U.S.  

Randa’s Top Voice 

LinkedIn created a list of Top 
Voices of 2017 to draw attention 
to tastemakers across a variety 

of industries and for the first time the 
social media platform included retail 
as a category as well. The world’s larg-
est networking site named 192 people 
across several categories, including just 
10 from the world of retail. Randa 
Accessories Chief Marketing Officer 
David J. Katz was one of those 10 top 

Beer Flights on spAIRtray

When beer maker Samuel Adams 
teamed up with Jet Blue for 
an in-flight beer tasting last 

fall they used the spAIRtray to hold 
each flight of beer and received rave 
reviews from the passengers, including 
Sam Adams founder Jim Koch. The 
spAIRtray is the world’s first tray spe-
cifically designed for those sitting in 
an airplane’s window seat. The tray 
clips on to the window frame to allow a 
secure place to put a drink, cell phone 
and more, keeping the tray table free 
and clear – perfect for those who want 
to use the airline tray table for reading, 
writing or electronic devices, or those 
who just need extra shelf space while 
onboard.   source: sonic technology 

Ed Heck’s Sebastian 8-wheeled hardside spinner was 
prominently featured in a pair of news items – one in 
print and one on TV – about cool Christmas gifts for 
travel lovers.  

Longlat also recently launched 
a new website at longlatinc.com. 
Designed to improve functionality and 
upgrade the user experience, the new 
site offers a portal into popular LongLat 
brands such as American Flyer, Isaac 
Mizrahi, Body Glove, Ed Heck, Jenni 
Chan and Kathy Ireland. The site also 
makes it easy to access and share brand 
information across a wide variety of 
social media channels as well.  

source: longlat 

Randa’s Chief Marketing Officer David J. Katz was 
named one of 10 top retail voices in LinkedIn’s  
Top Voices of 2017.  

retail voices to be recognized. Katz most 
often uses his LinkedIn platform to 
write about “leveraging my background 
in consumer products, neuroscience 
and storytelling,” he says. “I write about 
the evolving intersection of technology, 
fashion and retail through the lens of 
human behavior.” According to Daniel 
Roth, editor in chief at LinkedIn, “To 
compile the ‘Top Voices’ list, we use 
a combination of data and editorial 
signals to find the people that stand 
out among the incredible volume of 
LinkedIn conversations.”  source: randa 

Genius Pack G3 a Top Seller 

The G3 Carry-on Spinner from 
Genius Pack was the company’s 
best-selling travel product in 2017, 

and with recent news about stricter air-
line requirements for smart luggage the 
company is expecting sales for its com-
pliant bag to continue to bloom in 2018. 
The G3’s pat-
ented design 
allows for the 
easy removal 
of the porta-
ble integrated 
battery char-
ger – a design 
that meets 
new airline 
carry-on and checked luggage regula-
tions. Further, Genius Pack’s G3 has 
garnered glowing reviews during the 
holiday shopping season from the likes 
of Travel + Leisure, Smarter Travel and 
Forbes.   source: genius pack 

Jim Koch, Sam 
Adams founder, 
with his flight 
of beer on a 
spAIRtray 

Freeheart Drinkware Debuts 

Covo Drinkware, purveyors of 
USA-made thermal insulated 
drinkware, is relaunching under 

the brand name Freeheart. Freeheart 
debuted its thermal insulated drinkware 
with booths at the Atlanta International 
Gift and Home Furnishings Market in 
January, followed by displays at the 
McManemin Showroom at the Dallas 
Market Center, Lolly and Company at 
the Seattle Gift Show and at the Best 
of Show Showroom at the Las Vegas 
Market. “We wanted a name that is 
more emotive and communicates the 
core brand elements of adventure, open-
ness and passion to our retail partners 
and consumers,” said Rainer Kuh, pres-
ident of Covo Drinkware. “The name is 
all-inclusive, like our brand personality. 
It’s also more reflective of our target 
market and retailers we’re choosing 
to partner with as we accelerate our 
growth.” Freeheart has also developed a 
new logo and a new website which can 
be seen at gofreeheart.com.  

source: precision products 

Cont inued from page 22
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Eagle Creek Officially a 
Great Place to Work 

Leading travel gear manufacturer 
Eagle Creek was recently recog-
nized as one of Outside maga-

zine’s Best Places to Work. The editors 
cited Eagle Creek’s focus on attract-
ing and retaining a talented work-
force and helping them achieve an 
ideal balance between work and play. 
Each year, Outside honors the top 100 
companies in the country that cre-
ate winning workplaces for employees 
as well as respecting the environment 
and encouraging balance between 
work and life in the great outdoors. 
Eagle Creek’s President, Roger Spatz, 
said the company was very pleased to 
make Outside’s list. “We place a strong 
emphasis on work-life balance in our 
organization,” Spatz said, “and to be 
recognized for the work we do inspires 
us to do even more. The investments we 
make in our employees and our com-
munity comes back to us multi-fold in 
productivity, creativity and employee 
longevity. Everyone wins.” 

One person who knows firsthand 
about Eagle Creek’s workplace is the 
brand’s marketing manager Jessica 
Dodson, who was recently named Eagle 
Creek’s Resident Travel Expert. The 
world traveler visited seven countries 
and 12 states in the last two years, and 
now she’ll get to share her experience 
and expertise with other travel junkies 
via easily accessible tips, videos and 
photographs. With help from her team, 
Dodson will produce regular videos 
containing travel tips and shopping 
links to encourage travelers to get out 
and do what Eagle Creek’s motto sug-
gests: “Find Your Unknown.” The blog 
posts, videos and photos will be shared 
across a variety of platforms, including 
on Eagle Creek’s blog and social media 
outlets.   source: eagle creek 

Quiksilver and Pacsafe Collaborate

Adventure sports clothing brand Quiksilver has partnered with travel security 
pioneer Pacsafe to produce the Quiksilver X Pacsafe Collection for Spring/
Summer 2018. Comprising two bags, this capsule collection represents a 

blend of each brand’s unique traditions. The collection will feature Pacsafe’s pat-
ented anti-theft technologies and Quiksilver’s surfing and snowboarding Hawaiian-
influenced styling. “We’re stoked to partner up with Quiksilver,” said Pacsafe Vice 
President of Marketing Simon MacGregor, “who bring generations of authenticity 
and product knowledge into this collaboration.” Ronnie Reyes, Quiksilver’s global 
head of design, agrees. “The Quiksilver X Pacsafe capsule perfectly reflects our ambi-
tion to provide the best performance product covering your back when things get 
heavy, while breathing our original heritage and culture.” source: pacsafe  

Plane Pal Adds Another Airline

Following an extensive safety 
assessment, Virgin Australia will 
now allow several kids sleeping 

devices onboard, including the Plane 
Pal. The Plane Pal is a custom designed 
inflatable cushion built to fill the space 
between the front of an airline seat 
and the back of the seat in front of it 
in order to create a comfortable place 
for kids to put up their feet or even 
turn their seat into a bed. Made from 
nylon, Plane Pal is light and compact 
and includes a pump for easy inflation 
after takeoff. Virgin Australia General 
Manager of Inflight Experience Tash 
Tobias said the airline wants to make 
traveling with kids as convenient as 
possible for parents. “We recognize the 
importance of your kids getting some 
extra rest on a flight,” Tobias said, 
“as it can make a world of difference 
when you arrive at your destination.” 
Most airlines permit the use of a device 

such as Plane Pal in the middle seat 
or window seat in flight as long as it 
is stowed during takeoff and landing. 
Virgin Australia joins British Airways, 
Singapore Airlines, Lufthansa, Alaska 
Airlines, KLM, Cathay Pacific and sev-
eral other international and eastern car-
riers in expressly approving use of Plane 
Pal on their flights. source: plane pal 

Eagle Creek’s new Resident Travel Expert Jessica 
Dodson will be sharing her favorite packing and trav-
el tips to readers of the Eagle Creek blog and other 
social media outlets.  

Plane Pal is the inflatable cushion designed to make 
travel easier with children – especially on long-haul 

flights where sleep is essential.  

The Needy 
Traveler 
Has Arrived 
With more than 60 years of combined business experience, Glenn 
and Vivian Robins are proud to announce their newest venture, 
The Needy Traveler. It’s a brand new online retail store that aims 
to become a one-stop shop for all travel needs, whether travelers 
are going by boat or bus, plane or car. The Needy Traveler hired 
a highly experienced e-commerce consulting firm to help prepare 
the site for launch and to be ready to help travelers find all the 
travel goods and accessories they may need for their next work 
trip or dream vacation. The Grand Opening of the Needy Traveler’s 
online store is scheduled for early 2018. For more information, visit  
theneedytraveler.com.  source: the needy traveler 

Cont inued from page 24
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Tax Reform’s Impact on the 
Travel Outlook 

According to the U.S. Travel 
Association, the Trump admin-
istration’s recent tax reform 

includes a cut to the corporate income 
tax rate from 35% to 21% that many 
experts say is likely to give a competi-
tive edge to American businesses, spur-
ring business growth and job creation, 
and therefore benefiting the U.S. travel 
industry. But the potential acceleration 
of economic growth could be offset by 
an increase in interest rates set by the 
Federal Reserve, which may diminish 
any benefits to the travel industry. In 
related news, for the seventh year in 
a row, the U.S. economy added more 
than two million jobs. According to 
the USTA’s Travel Trends Index, overall 
travel in the U.S. showed 3.6% year-
over-year growth from November 2016 
to November 2017, the most recent 
month for which data is available. 

source: usta

Retail’s New Beginning? 

T he year 2017 saw the catastrophic 
failure of many traditional retail-
ers, causing the term “retail apoc-

alypse” to be coined. But what if 2017 
wasn’t the death of retail, but rather its 
rebirth? That’s the hypothesis put forth 
by fashion reporter Marc Bain who 
says there are also signs of excitement 
in the U.S. retail economy. Thanks to 
the blending of online and traditional 
retail experiences, stores are reinvent-
ing themselves with a fundamental 
question at hand: what is a retail store? 
Apple answered with its new “town 
square” format that makes its retail 
stores as much about places custom-
ers come together to learn as places 
simply to purchase products. Online 
retailers such as Everlane and Warby 
Parker, which long resisted the idea 
of physical retail spaces, have opened 
their own stores with an understanding 
that stores serve as direct conduits to 
new customers who still want to put 
their hands on products they’re con-
sidering. The bottom line is that stores 
can’t simply sell stuff: they must offer 
something consumers can’t get online. 
The next generation of retail stores will 
be working out exactly what that is, 
right before our eyes, making the com-
ing retail revolution inherently more 
interesting than what has led to retail’s 
recent decline.  source: quartz 

What to Expect from Big Retailers in 2018 

With 2017’s major shakeout 
among retailers out of the way, 
experts say it’s now time for 

stores to start proving themselves in 
the coming year. Here’s what they say 
consumers should expect from major 
American retailers in 2018. Walmart will 
likely purchase another hip, digital-first 
brand such as Bonobos and Modcloth 
– both purchased by the retail giant 
last year. Retailers such as Dillard’s, 
HBC and Barnes & Noble may con-
sider going private in order to revamp 
their business away from the scrutiny 
of Wall Street shareholders. Off-price 
retailers such as Nordstrom Rack, Saks 
off Fifth, Neiman Marcus’ Last Call, T.J. 
Maxx and Marshall’s could be stum-
bling; after years of aggressive expan-
sion in the sector, has the off-price/out-

let concept peaked? Will brands such as 
Ralph Lauren and Michael Kors reduce 
some of their presence in off-price retail 
stores? Such stores are good for sales, 
but tend to tarnish a brand’s aura. Will 
Nike and Under Armour be able to get 
back on track? Will Macy’s turn around 
11 straight quarters of decline? If it 
can, investors may finally look on the 
traditional mall anchor in a more posi-
tive light. Watch for more acquisitions 
of e-commerce and logistics companies 
by large chains as they increasingly 
compete on delivery and in-store pick-
up. And while it won’t be as dramatic 
as 2017, there are still likely to be major 
store closings; credit analyst Moody’s is 
keeping an eye on a list of 27 companies 
it considers at risk for default.

source: fortune  

Holidays Were Big for 
Retailers 

The 2017 holiday shopping sea-
son was a big win for American 
retailers. Between November 

1 and December 24th, stores saw a 
4.9% increase over the previous year – 
the highest rate of growth since 2011, 
according to Mastercard SpendingPulse. 
Online sales contributed significantly, 
up 18.1% this year, totaling almost 
$30.4 billion. Electronics and appliance 
sales grew 7.5%, boosted by growth in 
smart home products such as Amazon 
Echo and Google Home. Jewelry and 
home furnishings were each up more 
than 5% while apparel grew just 2.7% 
and women’s clothing sales were flat.  

source: business insider 

How to Keep Amazon from Killing Your Store

Amid the doom and gloom of 
retail news, several retailers  – 
The Children’s Place, Best Buy, 

Walmart, Dollar General, Home Depot, 
Costco and more – are thriving. How 
has this disparate group of retailers 
succeeded in the face of revolutionary 
challenges presented by mega retailer 
Amazon? It turns out they share sev-
eral key factors, like controlling costs. 
Walmart escaped hiring holiday work-
ers to boost profitability, while Best 
Buy avoided the financial mismanage-
ment and high debt that brought down 
RadioShack. Another approach is turn-
ing stores into destinations, something 
that gives brick and mortar retailers like 
The Children’s Place an advantage over 

online stores. At Best Buy, experts are 
on hand to help shoppers understand 
and even install the electronics they’re 
shopping for. Retailers also succeed 
when they sell things that aren’t practi-
cal for Amazon to sell – like $2 soaps 
offered by Dollar General that are too 
expensive for Amazon to ship. Shoppers 
save money by buying in bulk at Costco, 
while Home Depot’s edge is large, cum-
bersome items that Amazon can’t eas-
ily ship. While retailers still have some 
advantages over Amazon, experts agree 
it’s never safe to assume Amazon can’t 
compete in their space – as evidence 
by the goliath’s recent disruption of the 
pharmaceutical and grocery arena.

source: cnn money

Cont inued from page 26


